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Beaded Daisy Six
Necklace Pattern
Beaded Daisy Six
Necklace Pattern

By Dragon

Kit Includes!

1 needle, white thread

175 Silver Lined Cobalt Blue
700 Opaque White

http://www.beadedpatterns.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=18_396


Start with about 4 feet of thread. Thread one end on a needle and tie a sloppy knot in the 
other end so the beads won't slid off.

(pic 1) Put 6 white beads on, pushing them down to within 2 inches of the end 
of the thread.
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Continue adding daisies following 
(pics 4 and 5). 

(pic 6) When you have your daisy 
chain the length you want it (175 
blue is  average) attach the two ends 
by adding 1 white, then going 
through 2 of the white beads from 
the beginning of the chain, add 1 
more white bead. 
Go through 1 white bead from the 
previous daisy.  Add 1 blue, pushing 
it down so it lays in the center of the 
daisy.
Tie your 2 threads together.

(pic 2) Tie a knot, forming the 
6 beads into a circle, leave the 
extra thread to tie off with 
later.

(pic 3) Add 1 blue, 
pushing it down so it lays 
in the center of the circle.  
Go down through 1 white 
straight across from the 
knot.

(pic 4)  Add 4 white. Go 
down through 1 white 
from previous step.

(pic 5) Add 1 blue, pushing it 
down so it lays in the center of 
daisy 2.
Go down through 1 white.
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